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Abstract

Exploring feng shui: The 3D Real-time Experience is an interactive 3D design project that introduces daily feng shui tips to college students, office workers, and anyone who wants to learn how feng shui can enhance their lives. This project uses Web GL technology that runs on any computer with an up-to-date, modern browser. The user flow is a simple four-step process: "listen," "observe," "find," and "solve." This is how feng shui masters help people figure out their problems. It is an engaging practice because users become actively involved in the whole problem-solving experience. My goal for this project is to present the principles and rules of feng shui philosophy, as well as its applications in modern interior design and to interpret feng shui through creative interactive experience. I wish that by introducing feng shui to a new western audience, they can benefit from learning feng shui theories and improve their living environment.
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Introduction

Feng shui, also known as “Geomantic Omen,” can be translated from the Chinese as “wind and water.” It includes disciplines such as aesthetics, psychology, and environmental science.

For many people living in the digital era, feng shui is a concept that they haven’t read or heard about. It is just known as a very regional culture. But in fact, we all have a basic understanding of feng shui, such as if we want to purchase a townhouse, we know we need to think about the outer environment, the inner room structure, and even the best direction in which to face a desk.

The most basic theory of feng shui is that the arrangement of a person's house is believed to have an influence on the fortune of the family and its offspring. It also provides principles and guidance about avoiding bad energy.

However, the traditional feng shui websites fail to provide up-to-date information or visual attraction. Old-fashioned elements have been overused, and full pages of incomprehensible theory make feng shui seem like a pseudo-science system. For these reasons, most of these websites are difficult to read through and to search.
Review of the Literature

Journal


The Chinese have a very distinct understanding of feng shui. This book offers a detailed introduction to the concept of harmony and flow of energies between individuals and their surrounding spaces.

The principles used then are evergreen and provide us with an experience of positive energy as explained by the ancient theories. I got from this book an in-depth understanding of the unique regional culture, lifestyle of Chinese village communities, and the impact of these two factors have on the design and set up of the villages. As far as feng shui is concerned, this book offers discussions on spatial layout, physical setting, settlement designs, geomantic ideologies, and evolutionary models as portrayed in the featured case studies.

Books


Offering simple and easy-to-understand guidance on feng shui principles, this book provides troves of information on making a more positive life. It showcases the relationship between man and his natural surroundings, as well as all that needs to be done to enhance that connection. It offers good guidance on commonly sought after topics such as bad luck, stress reduction, chronic illnesses. The book gave me intense insights into the many ways of dealing with the negative energies of a space, especially those resulting from certain placements of the bathroom or the kitchen. It also offers good direction especially for beginners and carries a lot of basic info on feng shui for those just getting started.


Featuring good quality images and illustrations, this book offers some important ways of creating a more positive life and improving the living and working space. Feng shui rule detailed in here involve repositioning and replacing the items you already have and other simple ideas. This book was very helpful to me, providing an understanding of the reasons behind feng shui and inspiring me to want to apply some of its aspects into my life. The author takes a more detailed approach to the subject matters, indulging the reader in more than the run-of-the-mill feng shui cures such as mirrors and flutes etc. This book offers more than just the cookie-cutter feng shui decoration education. And the fact that it also carries many illustrations and visually appealing diagrams also helps.

This book outlines some simple ways to access and become aware of the energies inherently present in your environment. It offers solutions to make lives more positive and enriching. The book also offers a brief yet engaging introduction to geomantic omen and offers some effective ways of enhancing the usage of space in the home. Fast feng shui offers the reader a clear and straightforward to using feng shui for improving the energy in life and in home. I found this book to be a well-written guide to the basics, including the Ba Guo energy map and the five elements among many other things. The book also provides practical insights into the nine core principles of feng shui as drawn out by the author.

**Papers**


This paper provides the reader with in-depth task analysis of residential planning in Beijing. The developers have to work within feng shui constraints as well as the innate properties of the areas, such as the geological, climatic, and ecological living environment present. The aim of this study is to provide an all-inclusive evaluation of the building processes. I learned from this paper that every living environment is intrinsically related to traditional geomantic elements. The paper provided me with an understanding of the way that traditional geomantic theory is collated with the typology of an area to survive through the ages.

**Articles**


Reading this article I found it quite perplexing that people are so invested in feng shui and its principles that they disregard scientific facts altogether. It is a common occurrence in some rural areas to trust the effects geomantic practices more than science. There is no denying that feng shui has a historical importance but it is imperative that its followers learn that now the world has better explanations for natural phenomena than omens and horoscopes.
Online Resources

http://www.fengshuidesigns.com/
“Fengshuidesigns.com” is the ultimate resource for beginners on all things related to feng shui. The site explores the origins of feng shui practices and offers its readers tips and techniques to improve their energy balance and flow. It also offers insight into the spread of geomantic practices into the western countries and how it became an important part of interior design practices.

The website is a dynamic teaching resource where I learned about both analytical and intuitive approach to including feng shui in both home and in life. The website offers a lot of freebie educational resources that I benefited from, but there are also educational and training programs available.

http://www.fengshui.about.com/
The number 1 website on Google searches for feng shui, About.com is a comprehensive resource on feng shui, geomantic and a many other related subjects. It offers videos, explanations, simple definitions and links to many other easy-to-understand resources on feng shui. This website provided me with short and to-the-point insights into various facets of feng shui.

http://www.fengshui-doctrine.com/
This website holds a wealth of resources, academic and otherwise, as well as an in-depth introduction to feng shui cures. I learned on this site, some of the secrets of feng shui that are known to lead a long, peaceful and blissful life. I also found some interesting articles, books and even recipes. I also received some in-depth information on personal and elemental feng shui as well as some of the beat topics such as feng shui for seniors and blended homes etc.
Process

Project Overview

The process includes a 4-phase development process: Research, Design, Develop, and Summarize.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Develop</th>
<th>Summarize</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design Investigation</td>
<td>Concept Design</td>
<td>Workflow Optimization</td>
<td>Troubleshooting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interview</td>
<td>UX Design</td>
<td></td>
<td>Usability Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Survey</td>
<td>3D Design</td>
<td></td>
<td>Conclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Interface Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interaction Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Character Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Project Goals

1. To present feng shui and interpret it through an exploratory experience.
2. To adapt a case study and focus on content that is relevant to modern daily life.
3. To introduce the feng shui concept to Western audiences, who can benefit from this ancient eastern theory.
4. To focus on the initial ways to connect with people, through aesthetics, play, and subtlety.

Target Audience

My target audience is college students and young white collars who have interests in feng shui or interactive experiences.

There are two reasons for this choice: first, college students and young workers are educated and open to new ideas. They also have more familiarities with games of 3D graphics and are more likely to use advanced browsers like the Webkit. It is easier for them to get started and learn new things online. Besides, a USA Today survey found that young adults are the most stressed group of people in western society and I suggest them have much joyful living environments by applying some feng shui tips quickly learnt from this website.

Software

After Effects, Blender, Illustrator, Photoshop, Sketch

Programming Languages

CSS, HTML, JavaScript, PHP, WebGL
Research

Design Investigation

Information Architecture Analysis
The traditional feng shui websites heavily rely either on category navigation or a search function (sometimes both). The category websites usually have a clean IA (information architecture) and try to provide some related-topic links to keep users browsing longer, but most of the time, the extra content they offer doesn’t meet the users’ needs. Also, the experience of walk-through is a one-way interaction, and visitors cannot actively participate in the learning progression.

On the other hand, the search function websites require built-in knowledge from users. If a visitor comes with limited understanding about feng shui, she will fail to obtain any useful knowledge at the very beginning.

Layout Analysis
Because feng shui is an abstract theory, the websites usually don’t have very creative interface or interactive design. There are usually several relevant images (or irrelevant ones) surrounding each paragraph. But some websites start playing around with the font size and style of the headline and body, which makes the whole webpage’s hierarchy more explicit. Another good solution I have seen is adding videos and quotes.

Content Analysis
Most feng shui websites overuse fancy or special verses, which makes this topic tedious and monotonous. Moreover, the language they are using is more than negative: “Don’t” is one of the high-frequency words found on a lot of sites. Reading these feng shui tips made me feel pressure and fear.

Besides, all the websites seem to want to overwhelm their visitors. The most useful narrative flow is step-by-step input and great storytellers know how to turn an ordinary message into a suspenseful one by withholding information.
**User Interview**

Studying user behavior is of great significance in every design aspect. The purpose of this interview is not to look at individual page designs, which we study through user testing; it is about users’ general interests in relation to and attitudes toward the topic of feng shui in general.

In order to get the best results quickly, I asked 20 potential users from my target audience group to take a 10-question online survey. This group covered a range of age, gender, race, and educational background. (Figure 1 User survey I)

Here are several representative questions and responses: 88.9% of respondents are looking for basic feng shui principles first; their main interests in feng shui relate to how this concept can be used in their lives and how it relates to Chinese philosophy. (Figure 2 User survey II)

![Figure 1 User survey I](image1.png)

![Figure 2 User survey II](image2.png)
Most graduate students, design majors and young white collars know little about feng shui, yet many show interest in and support for its concepts. I worked closely with my target users throughout the project—from outlining initial concepts to prototyping to final development—and stayed focused on how to introduce feng shui to young people.

**Market Survey**

Basically, feng shui websites usually have four types of marketing strategy: sharing non-profit websites; introducing on-site paid courses; selling feng shui products; and offering paid advertising.

For press release and social media, those websites use Facebook, Twitter and Google+. But in general, their Twitter accounts don’t have enough information or retweets.

**Definition**

Information architecture and overall interface design should be a clean path to follow. For good reason, I value elements like user control, clarity, and consistency. But on the other hand, it should be open to explore. There is no level-complete-required unclear, so users can feel free to dig deeper into the tips they need or are most interested in. In other words, the website will not force users to take in information, but their curiosity will lead them to do so.

Content should be easy to scan, and wordiness should be reduced. Usually, web users tend to
skim text, so the copy should be written for scanning. Instead of using jargon and gobbledygook language, I want to use familiar words and trails that tell a user he is in the right place. Generally known words will also help with the SEO (Search Engine Optimization) and website promotion in the future.

Based on user interviews and the target audience feedback on the project, there is a need for more engaging interactive elements including case studies, as well as take-away design tips.

From a marketing perspective, this will be a non-profit project that will focus on dissemination of culture and knowledge. In order to drive more traffic, the Facebook page and Twitter account will become active after the website is officially launched.

**Design**

**Concept Design**

In its media form interactive websites are not developed for this topic yet unclear: “its” is singular but “websites” is plural. Most of the feng shui websites are not well thought out, or even attractive. The related cultural symbols and patterns tend to be too Asian in style, and with paragraphs of incomprehensible theories, feng shui often comes across as pseudoscience. Ultimately, they all contribute to an obscure learning experience. With my project, Feng Shui Real-time, I want to introduce this theory through storytelling and teach its principles through real-time problem solving, as well as give the user down-to-earth tips.

Due to the multi-media and interactive nature of newer web platform standards, Feng Shui Real-time will reach an audience different from those made traditionally. Not only will the user enjoy the interactive experience, he will also obtain knowledge from formal explanations, which are shareable on social platforms.
**UX Design**

Before starting design on the website use flow, I observe lots of videos about how a feng shui master has helped people solve their problems in reality. Usually, a feng shui master gets a request from a client and then entered the house and carefully started searching; finally, he points out the problem he found in the house and provided suggestions.

In this process, I notice several things that are unique and interesting. The feng shui master often chats with the client and gathers more related information about the homeowner, such as occupation, age, and life style. He also has alternative advice if the first could not be adapted.

In addition, professional feng shui equipment includes a compass, a blueprint of the house layout, and finally, a handbook that can be used for reading and taking notes.

Furthermore, the conversations with the homeowner are also a part of the experience. This experience motivates and sustains the users’ interest and they will be more willing to help the homeowner resolve their feng shui problems.

Greatly inspired by those practices, I abstracted many of the above ideas into my UX design. The website can simulate real-life scenarios, but in an appealing way. First of all, the website should have a 3D environment that users can walk through and look around. The objects that have a feng shui problem should somehow stand out and therefore be easy to find.

Secondly, there would be a virtual homeowner present in each scenario, so users can feel like they are really helping to resolve problems.

Thirdly, once they solve the problems in the home, the users will get special thanks from the virtual characters and the tip will be unlocked and social sharing functions will be activated (Figure 3 Site map).

The most challenging parts in this user experience flow chart are that for some interactions, for example, repositioning an item will take more steps to accomplish than a single click. What can I do to make this process simpler?

For the first question, I decided to break down a large request by letting users take the first small step and them providing enough hints for them to move on. (Figure 4 Feng shui tip-finding process) For instance, a chair blocks the path from a window to a door and windows can be considered as bad feng shui because they chunk the energy flow of the house.

To help users understand this reposition tip, here is my UX solution:
Figure 3 Site map

Figure 4 Feng shui tip-finding process
3D Design

The style of the 3D environment will determine the whole experience for users. Since my target audience and market is Western people, I don’t want to emphasize the Asian style; instead, a more international and modern style environment is what I am going to achieve (Figure 5 Reference).

My expectation is the 3D scene should be aesthetically attractive but not distract users in regard to the model’s or texture’s details (unless this is a tip that should be noticed).

Modeling

From a design standpoint, high-poly modeling will drive the users’ attentiveness to interior design, furniture design, or in other directions. So mid-low polygon modeling will be more ideal, so that when users see a sofa in my scene, they will be likely to recognize “This is a sofa” rather than compare this model with the one he or she owns.

Furthermore, based on my previous technical research in WebGL, the more faces and texture I have for one loading session, the more time will be needed, and computers with low configuration GPU may cause browsers to crash because they cannot handle that heavy traffic.

The challenge for low poly modeling is abstraction of objects. I need to represent an item with as few vertices as possible but still ensure that the user knows what it is (Figure 6 Polygon reduction).
Figure 6 Polygon reduction
**UV Texture**

After modeling an object, I marked seams and unwrapped UV, then imported it into Photoshop and drew its textures. To keep the low-poly style, usually I used a solid color simple vector drawing texture in place of photo-realistic material.

There are several benefits to unwrapping UV manually. I was been able to make full use of space and group the objects in an easy, organized way; faces had more details that can be assigned to a larger area (Figure 7 Smart UV; Figure 8 Unwrapping UV manually).
After importing the UV into Photoshop, I started painting the texture based on the UV pattern. Because the object wouldn’t have many details on the mid-poly model, adding more features in the texture process was essential (Figure 9 Painting texture).

Another thing that I needed to take note of was the tone a room/house would approach finally: there should always be a main color, a secondary color, and so on. I envisioned the style as universal, so the pattern can be applied to realist Asian style as well as more conceptual generic style (Figure 10 Lucky bamboo render result).
**Lighting**

The goal is to create an anime-style, non-realistic scene with Blender. Then I needed a lighting arrangement that achieves this goal. The blender internal lighting still looked flat and unrealistic (see left column), lacking the shadows and reflection from other objects even in the simplest of outdoor illumination.

I started trying another lighting solution named “Cycles Render” and it is also notable that the light should be a mixture of ambient occlusion and environment lighting (see right column). The Cycles lighting rendering method produces an image by tracing the paths of "rays" through the scene. As a result, the main objects with light source stand out (Figure 11 Cycles lighting).

Here is how it works: by connecting the image to the strength input of the background shaders, it will use those bright pixels of the environment texture (using a sun in the sky) as the strength, meaning the sun is actually brighter than all the other lighting sources (Figure 12 Nodes).
**Interface Design**

The UI design simplifies the visual elements and user flow. I come up with two basic main page layout designs. The first layout has a two-sided bar (Figure 13 Interface design option 1). The left side bar is a dynamic menu, so when a user hovers over a certain area on the left, the side bar will show up. When a user clicks on a special perspective, the right slide panel with content will appear.

The second layout (Figure 14 Interface design option 2-1, Figure 14 Interface design option 2-2,) gives users more space to explore and have fun—without the left side bar occasionally stretching out and getting so much attention. The simpler reward system encourages users to keep going to resolve all the feng shui problems.

This set of UI designs also combined similar functions in one icon; for example, the navigation cube can help users look around (if the user clicks the sides) as well as observe the whole room in a top view (if the user clicks the top area).
Figure 14 Interface design option 2-1

Figure 15 Interface design option 2-2
It was not easy to determine the best direction to go, so I listed all the possible influences and asked 10 potential users to rate them. Here is the result.

To sum up, the first version UI design seems more standard and organized, but for this particular 3D experience, it is complicated. If a user wants to check a feng shui object, he needs to click the item in 3D view and then hover to the left side of the screen to activate the design mode (Figure 16 UI Set).
**Interaction Design**

Interaction design focuses on how to tell users what to do and keep them on the right track. To begin with, I designed an intro using the loading time, and there will be a short, 5-second tutorial. Users can always review this tutorial during the exploration by clicking on the “info” icon.

The keywords for this interaction design are “hints” and “bonus.” I have three ways to tell people what the feng shui problem is. This first one is using visual indication; for example, in the studio, there is a tip about fruit (Feng shui Tip: fruit represents affluence, so always display the fruit instead of hiding them), and the fruit in now in the refrigerator, so I want users to find the fruit and place it on the plate. So I paint the fruit and the plate, now the plate stands out in the kitchen cabinet, and the user will very likely check this item and then be asked to finish this task.

The second important hint will come from the characters. Using the same example as above, the host of the studio, Jessica, will chat with users about whether they want to share some fruit and mention she has several pieces of fruit in the refrigerator. If users have clicked the plate before, now they have a clear idea about what to do.

Other hints I have are the tooltips visible from the top view (Figure 19 Top view), the process bar (Figure 17 Process bar design), and the feng shui collection book. The top view will reveal the rough location of the tip by showing a lock icon, while the process bar will blink when the user gets close to a tip. The feng shui book can tell users how many puzzles are still locked (Figure 18 Feng shui tips collection feng shui is listed as one word in figure).

How about the bonus? What metric will it add to the whole experience? Obtaining more feng shui in a real case study is the first benefit, and users can also share the unlocked tips with friends through Facebook, Twitter, and Google+. Besides, the homeowner will jump up and express his or her appreciation to the user when the user has finished all the tips in this room.
Figure 18 Feng shui tips collection feng shui is listed as one word in figure

Figure 19 Top view
Character Design

To make the feng shui 3D experience more engaging, introducing characters into this project was an effective approach. The characters have a welcome page when users enter rooms, a thank you page when users finished all the tasks in the rooms, and during the exploring process, the characters are on the bottom right-hand corner of the screen and will occasionally “ping” the visitors some hints. Users can click the characters and ask for those clues as well (Figure 20 Characters).

Since I have two main scenes and six areas in total, this is the distribution of the characters.

I considered the way characters speak and behave differently. For instance, the 6-year-old Nick may not know anything about feng shui, so he will only describe his life rather than ask for a suggestion. Because his mother may have more insight about interior design and home decoration, her concern is therefore more sophisticated. These differences can be seen in the language I used in the popups (Figure 21 Characters’ interaction).

The animation of each character has been designed based on their background (age and gender) and the homeowner Scott is a university professor in a department of Mathematics, so he should look thoughtful and conservative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>House</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Living Area</td>
<td>Bathroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Character 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Character 2" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 20 Characters

Figure 21 Characters’ interaction
Development

Workflow

Before any actual programming, I made the decision that Feng Shui Real-time should be made as an open-standard, plug-in, free installation powered by HTML5 and JavaScript, among all the other options like Adobe Flash or Unity 3D, which are plug-in-based and less accessible to web features like social sharing and SEO.

Even though developing a web-based application normally requires HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, given its complex interactive 3D nature, the making of Feng Shui Real-time involves more tools and technical experiments, as well as some unique workflow compared to the coding on traditional web pages.

Coding in 3D was challenging as I was new to the concepts. There are times that to achieve a certain design idea, I needed to think and code creatively to bypass some of the technical barriers. One example from my experience is always trying to leverage solutions of 2D space to solve a 3D problem. For example, a mouse click to reach a destination in a 3D scene may sound simple but takes me more time than expected to get right. It is not only about a sequence of points, or a spline, it also has to work out with obstacles. In other words, there must be collision detections in 3D too. I simplified these questions to a straightforward AStar path-finding task (Figure 22 A path-finding class based on A-Star Algorithm), considering that the Y-axis of the player's movement can be ignored if he will not jump or climb up things. It is much easier and efficient to solve utilizing X and Y components, rather than trying to figure out object relationships in 3D space.
Unlike Adobe Flash or Unity 3D, the lack of a good IDE (Integrated Development Environment) makes creating high-level 3D content in HTML not as easy or obvious. Fortunately, I’ve found THREEJS library to be extremely helpful when writing 3D in JavaScript. For example, the easy-to-understand scene graph tells me very clearly about the hierarchy of my 3D scene. Also, there are many helper classes that have made dynamic texturing/shading much easier than dealing with OpenGL language.

**Optimization**

Feng Shui Real-time features six interior scenes. In addition to that, there are sounds, background ambient loops, and textural content to load for the whole experience to start. Loading speed had gradually become an issue as the amount of assets reached higher numbers.

An average scene in Feng Shui Real-time is used to load around ten megabytes of content, comprised mostly of high-resolution image textures. And some of them are not compressed as JPEGs, but are .DDS (DirectDraw Surface) files that can be processed as textures by the graphics card faster due to the non-compression format. It is a hard decision to not use DDS just because of the file size, but to balance real-time user experience and network speed, I finally opted to use all JPEGs in order to let the experience start quicker. Additionally, with the compression of nearly lossless quality done by JPEGMini, I am more convinced of the fact that JPEGs are the optimal solution.
Summary

Troubleshooting

UX
The question came up whether we should make the clues more explicit by adding more hints or icons. In the end, I decided that the user's delight in deciphering this visual cue on her own would create a better overall experience.

Visual Design
I also gathered a bunch of problems in visual design either the testing users came up with or by my own findings and redesigned them.

Below is the refined version of the apartment house on the landing page. On the left is a previous version, and the right one is the final one. In the left one, the visual center falls on the city park or the station, but what I should have displayed to the users is the apartment, so I moved around the elements and reorganized the scene (Figure 23 Visual design retouch).

![Figure 23 Visual design retouch](image)

Development
The built-in lighting and shadowing system in THREE.JS are dynamic and can reflect the changing lighting condition in real-time, which is great on one hand. On the other hand, it can also become very expensive to compute once I throw more objects into the scene, meanwhile rendering all the shadows of decent qualities. This is a significant trade-off, which does not worth for this real-time experience. The solution I came up immediately is to bake all the shadows onto textures to save precious resources used for computing lightings or shadows.

However, there has been a turnaround on the texture baking process. I have been using Blender Internal, the default renderer of baking for a while. Unfortunately, since Blender Internal is not a physics-based rendering engine, the shaded textures look a little bit dull and do not feel very close to the visual effect I'm after. I had to do a lot of tweaks in Photoshop to make it look better.
Starting in July 2014, Blender offered a new baking option called Cycles Baking, which can bake textures of photo-realistic quality using its powerful Cycles rendering engine. The Cycles renderer is based on physics-based lighting calculations. That means the passes we can bake in Cycles are different from what a 3D artist may be used to in the Blender Internal renderer.

The output is very satisfying, with the exception of some occasional noises on the baked textures, but this issue can be resolved using Photoshop DeNoise plug-in.

**Time Management & Optimization processes**
I always tried to optimize the production process throughout the design and development stages. Take the texture baking for example: it is not a one-step task as I previously assumed. There are dozens of 3D models in a scene and it is time-consuming to bake them individually, therefore it is important to group objects and have them baked into shared textures. So here is a problem: many of the UVs unwrapped previously would need to be unwrapped again to fit the different dimensions of new UVs. In order to be more efficient, I developed a better work flow (Figure 24 Materials baking process optimization).

It is equally important to be able to make choices. I abandoned ideas and adopted other ideas as long as this was goal centered and more efficient. For example, in the interactive part my original idea for the observation was that when users rolled over graphics the content could pop out from an individual window. Later I found this lacked interactivity and was hard to realize in coding. Then I switched to another method and made the graphics into buttons in Flash and put the roll-over content in the roll-over state. This decision saved me a lot of time in production.

![Figure 24 Materials baking process optimization](image-url)
**Usability Testing**

This contributed to clarifying my thinking and was very helpful in improving the thesis website. The information architecture and user experience is unique in Feng Shui Real-time. Also, because of its creative ideas and distinctive interface design, I have conducted involved user testing from the very beginning of the project.

The objective of testing is to see if this website has learnability, memorability, and efficiency as well as to ensure that it conveys messages and reduces errors of confusion during the exploration.

I conducted the usability test with two groups: the select users group and the random users group. Both groups were my target audience. The select group were personal friends who had heard about or been interested in feng shui and were actively searching related content.

Another group was random users who had been found on usertesing.com check URL, who fell into my target audience in the five demographics: gender, age, country, web expertise, and access to high-speed internet and modern browsers.

Seeing real people using Feng Shui Real-time.com let me see where they have problems and how I could make it easier to use. I designed and coded throughout the testing process, and it was very valuable for me to see the difficulties of users navigating the 3D environment in order to figure out which object could be a feng shui tip. I also preferred to observe whether there were inadequate designs or technical bugs rather than ask the users. I especially paid attention to the moments of pause when users were wondering what to do. Additionally, I took notes and evaluated suggestions that might lead to enhancements to improve the website within the allowable time.
Conclusion

Through exploring the feng shui topic and making it alive by this interactive experience, I have learnt a lot in regards to studying and extracting the core concept of this theory, as well as choosing proper design elements, and user experience flow to make the learning process more engaging.

In the future I would like to further sharpen the details and send this project to the interactive design awards. I will have a link to the website on my personal portfolio website (http://graceux.com).

My interest in unexplored theory and interactive design has not ended, and I will keep exploring and introducing more innovative user experience into my designs. Also, I am trying to be a life-long learner through revolutionary technology.
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Abstract

The Visual exploration in feng shui is an interactive graphic design project, including personal interpretation and analysis. My goal for this project is to explore the history, principles, and basic rules of feng shui, as well as its applications in modern society. The interpretation will be presented as creative interactive graphic solutions based on traditional theory and individual illumination. I will create several topics and interactive experiences about principles that allow this ancient Asian theory to be visualized using modern technology.

Problem Statement

Feng shui can be translated as “Wind and Water” in Chinese. It includes multiple disciplines, such as aesthetics, psychology, and environmental science.

Design competition in feng shui websites is not very strong. There are several reasons for this. To begin with, the layouts are not attractive. Traditional elements are not properly used, full pages of incomprehensible theory make feng shui like a pseudo-science theory. Also, most of these websites are difficult to read and search. On my website, I will tell the story of feng shui in a graphic way and teach the principles in case study mode. Instead of learning feng shui in terms of deep concepts or history, users are going to learn only down-to-earth tips.

Moreover, the target market of my feng shui project is different from the others, as many of these websites are used as advertising for classes or books, and their creators do not really want to share their thoughts on these particular sites. For me, at this stage, the website is a way to spread knowledge. Sources will be supplied for users to gain basic knowledge about feng shui as well as practical tools.

Furthermore, I will try to establish some emotional connection with the users. For instance, users will have a prestigious title like “The Feng Shui Master” after they finish the quiz on my website. They cannot only share this special title in relation to social media, but can also invite their friends.

Feng shui, in some modern people’s minds, is a concept that they haven’t heard about, or it is just known as a very Asian and distant idea. In fact, feng shui provides practical instructions related to everyday life. Before getting into the project description, here are some basic definitions of feng shui.

Feng shui is a combination of aesthetics, psychology, and environmental science. Traditional ideas in feng shui are that the location of a person’s house and (or) ancestral grave, are supposed to have an influence on the fortune of a family and its offspring. It also provides principles and guidance when people buy a house and arrange it. Feng shui is not a blind faith from old times—it can indeed play a significant rule in our lives today.
In the past, people believed that the structure and geomantic position of buildings might lead to an unpredictable future. People related feng shui to fame or destiny at that time because of accumulated experiences (their own and that of others).

Actually, we all have a basic understanding of feng shui, such as if we want to purchase a townhouse, we need to think about the outer environment, like the direction a house is facing, and the inner room structure. For example, if the house is facing south, or south-east, it will receive more sunshine in the daytime, and the UV in the sunbeams is a good source of sterilization.

From the above example, we can see already that feng shui can be applied to our modern life. Many of its principles still provide important guidance and value in day-to-day life. However, there are a few sources that clarify feng shui in a professional way. Many of them are books or online passages. I wanted to use the techniques I have learned and analysis of this topic in a graphic and interactive way. Creating a direct and captivating way to explain the principles and basic knowledge of feng shui will be my goal in this project.

The target audience for this interactive website is adults who are well educated, open minded, and willing to learn new and previously foreign knowledge. They also care about their quality of life and living environment. My research includes studies related to aesthetics, environmental science, and psychology, and most importantly, interactive theory. For the interactive theory research, I will focus on different but related topics. In the interactive process, participation is highly encouraged.
Design Ideation

Concept
The design concept of this visual, interactive website is to introduce feng shui methods in an easy way. It is intended to be like inviting users into a house in which has been applied most of the geomantic rules, and guiding them to see the whole house.

Visual Design Components
In order to address the concept, I will create a whole perspective house model (with garden and car) to tell people about the geomantic rules. Details and realistic textures will be applied. Color will be bright and cheerful. Universe and Helvetica are typefaces that I will consider first, since they are easy to recognize and fit my topic.

Outline
This outline is the information architecture of the feng shui site.
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Methodological Design

This will be an interactive website, with pictures and 3D models provided for users to interact with. Unlike other feng shui websites, this one highly recommends that users participate as well as read. I will also create a listening study mode, which will make the learning process even easier.

I will use a house layout as a exploration area. Since I will focus on the arrangement of the house, the map will be a cross-sectional view of an apartment or townhouse (including a car and garden). Knowledge about feng shui will be available by clicking on certain areas. This design will not force users to study step by step. Instead, users will decide where to go depending on their own interests or orientation.

Users are supposed to see a rapid transition effect and then get into the room. When they choose certain objects in the room, explanations about the omen rules will be supplied. This feedback shows what users are looking for.

In addition, users can experience different types of interactions. The most attractive part is that they can arrange their own room by applying the geomantic methods that they have just learned. After that, they will have an opportunity to upload their works to Facebook or Twitter and invite friends to join.

In the modeling part, I may use cinema4D to create three or four environments and give users chances to arrange and upload the works they have created. QuickTime will be used for output.

Implementation Strategies

Feng shui is a vast topic. It can be used to arrange a larger area or a single element of a room. The feng shui concept can be divided into “Yang Zhai” and “Yin Zhai.” “Yang Zhai” means “House for living people” and “Yin Zhai” means “Cemetery for ancestor.” The project will focus on feng shui in daily life, but the workload is large, since the whole house will be included. It also requires web design and coding.
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Academic
I have chosen to take related courses this quarter specify which term such as Human Computer Interaction and Graphic User Interface. These will give me more understanding about a user’s experiences and how to design the layout.

Software
After Effect, Final Cut, Illustrator, Photoshop, Cinema4D, Dreamweaver

Technique
Here are the programs I need to develop this website. They are Html+CSS, JavaScript, JQuery, or PHP (optional). To this point, I was able to use HTML+CSS and JavaScript library. The project required a lot of coding for some functions, such as when a user can arrange their room. I have already found similar open-source third-party JQuiry plug-ins, which I will analyze further as I rewrite the coding for this project.

Implications of the Research
Feng shui Concept Research
- Feng shui background, development, and applications
- Discuss the environment engineering with professors in the architecture department

Design Research
- Research the GUI design principles
- Study similar websites and analyze their implementation

User Research
- Explore users’ interest in feng shui
- Do user research during this time period: 1. paper version mock up; 2. First version design
  3. Finally version. 4. Interaction test

Design
The project consists of three parts: introduction, interaction, feedback, and project implementation. Users may start with amusing animations about the principles of feng shui. The interactive models will explain feng shui in specific contexts by interacting with the users. I will also interview participants about their life philosophies.

1. Introduction: The homepage will be a peaceful scene of a house, based on the rules and principles of feng shui. This introduction will consist of three paragraphs and several images.
   Content: Origins and history of feng shui (drop down menu on the top); geomantic principles and practice (click the parts in the house or use thumbnail navigation); feng shui in western society (side menu)
   Style: Modern, simple, clear
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2. **Interactivity:** The navigation provides choices in a simulated environment with soft music. Users can simply choose what they want to see, and there will appear tips or practical content aimed at informing users about the practical principles of feng shui in an autonomous learning mode. In the following parts see above, users have opportunities to take part in real housing arrangement activities.

   Transitions: Most of the transitions will be the render effects of the models, and the menu and other visual elements will be edited in Vanilla Javascript or JQuery.

   Communication:
   - Multiple choices in a virtual environment
   - Allow personalization by uploading and sharing files

3. **About:** I will build all the models, but I may need to find real pictures and revise them.
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Flow Chart
This is a draft of the main page

Index Page

- Brief Introduction of Geomantic Omen
- Geomantic philosophy and thoughts
- CopyRight

Kitchen
- Kitchen Table
- Cupboard
- Stove
- Oven

Kid's Room
- Children's Beds
- Study Table
- Game Corner

Main Bedroom
- Dressing table
- Bed
- Wardrobe
- Table
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Content and Sub-Scenario Script

Here I list the contents I will include in my project, and I will analyze how to put them in the right place in a home. Brief explanations are provided:

Scene 1: Outside Environment

1) Facing: The house should face a certain direction (depending on the house’s location) to receive more sunlight.
2) Path: The road connects the house and the outer environment.
3) Garden: The influence of flowers and trees.

Scene 2: Floor Plan

1) Door of the bedroom or bathroom cannot directly face the house door.
2) Living room should be in the center of the house.
3) Irregularly shaped rooms cannot be used as bedrooms or kitchens. They should only be used for storage.

Scene 3: Living Room

1) Sofa: Sofa should be put in the living room, but not face the door directly.
2) Fish tank: Water represents money in Omen.
3) Televisions: The television should be placed 2 meters from the sofa.
4) Tea table or living room table: Should be backed by a wall, and 2-3 meters from sitting areas.
5) Plants: Plants improve the quality of life of the entire house. They are not only a decoration, but also help people to relax.

Scene 4: Main Bedroom

1) Bed: Bed should be placed away from the door, and no frames should be hung above the bed.
2) Dresser: Dresser should be cleaned often.
3) Mirror: A mirror close to the bed will cause fear and nightmares.
4) Lighting: To avoid hard natural light, blinds are good, but a curtain provides more safety. For indoor light, warm light is always better than white light.
5) Closet: Closet should be arranged in different layers.
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Scene 5: Dining Room
1) Dining table and chairs: Round or square tables are all fine, but the number of chairs should be even.
2) Tableware: Warm colors and simple patterns.
3) Order of seats: Elders should sit away from the entrance.

Scene 6: Bathroom
1) Closet: Keep the closet clean and dry.
2) Exhaust fan: This fan should be 1.9 meters from the floor or higher.
3) Flowers: Flowers in the bathroom freshen the mind.

Budget
Books, Travel & Museum Touring – $700
Other resources fees – $100
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Timeline (specific calendar on next page)

- Survey target users to determine their interests in feng shui
- Discuss feng shui project with a professor in the architecture department of RIT; Read related books and translate feng shui content from Chinese books
- Wire frame and prototype design
- Continue researching

- Create model base on geomantic principles
- Interview participants and get feedback, revise design accordingly
- Create interactive HTML5 to create direct interaction with users
- Continue reading and researching

Mar. 2013 – Apr. 2013
- Finish production
- Preparation for thesis exhibition
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**Project Timeline**

October 22 - October 28: Interactive effects analysis, special script design
October 29 - November 4: User usability questionnaire gathering
November 5 - November 11: First version sketches, user test first time
November 12 - November 18: Html5 frame works (design and build): index page
November 19 - November 25: Html5 frame works: other pages (all room pages and explanation page; I will use illustrations instead of the model at this point)
November 26 - December 2: Motion effect adding (besides the rendering effects, jQuery)
December 3 - December 9: Techniques search and implementation (Javascript, PHP)
December 10 - December 16: User test second time
December 17 - December 23: Think carefully about the whole room and draw and write
December 24 - December 30: Main house outline design and sketches of its insides
December 31 - January 6: Main house section model
January 7 - January 13: Floor plan drawing
January 14 - January 20: Main bedroom model, shadowing, and rendering
January 21 - January 27: Main bedroom interaction creation
January 28 - February 3: Living room model, shadowing, and rendering
February 4 - February 10: Living room interaction creation
February 11 - February 17: Dining room model, shadowing, and rendering
February 18 - February 24: Dining room interaction creation
February 25 - March 3: Edit the question and answer part of quiz
March 4 - March 10: Learn the coding of quiz
March 11 - March 17: Quiz pictures and interaction creation
March 18 - March 24: Explore the possibility of including the self-arrange function
March 25 - March 31: Bathroom model, shadowing, and rendering
April 1 - April 7: Bathroom interaction creation
April 8 - April 14: Refine the details
April 15 - April 21: User test third time Note: April 22-28 missing
April 29 - May 5: Document work continues
May 6 - May 12: Presentation preparation
May 13 - May 19: Presentation
Dissemination and Marketing

Design competition in the feng shui websites is not very strong. There are plenty of books and websites talking about feng shui, but they all have some inadequacies. Many websites only have text or a few static pictures. Readers will find it is hard to keep reading all the rules. The book versions have more case studies and are well designed, but readers may be restricted by the techniques offered as they cannot search for or easily find whatever they need in a short time.

My feng shui website highly encourages users to join the learning process. Along with the basic interactive design, I also have dynamic 3D model implementations, which allow users to rotate and explore and experiment more.

Here are the marketing strategies for this project. First, I will put the project on my portfolio website and look for opportunities to cooperate with other websites in related areas. I will consider selling it in the Apple store if I can use PhoneGap to convert the format in the future. Second, putting my website on the top of the Google or Bing search list is another goal. In order to promote this website, I will write more articles and post some of the screenshot images. Third, I am going to use social media websites such as LinkedIn and Twitter to market it. Finally, I will also create “Friendly Links” to similar sites and invite those website managers to do the same.

Evaluation Plan

A successful website should realize the importance of user tests in its whole building process. Participants will be tested before and after playing with the project. Their point of view should be representative. Any negative or positive feedback concerning the project will be documented and analyzed. Also, after uploading online, I will use Google analytics to see the feedback from mass audiences. Also, I am going to create an online questionnaire for target audiences in order to understand if this site has satisfied their needs.
Pragmatic Considerations

The workload in this project is heavy, so I will first finish two or three rooms (including one room that I need to make completely interactive) and start coding the webpage. If there are any problems in the process, I can solve them earlier; if not, I can continue finishing the rest of the models.

Besides, I will think about other interactive components that can be applied to this project and make it more fun. But I will consider carefully whether I have the ability to use this technique. I will also keep in mind that the user experience goes first, since this is not a forum merely for me to exhibit my skills.
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1. Have you heard about feng shui (Geomantic Omen) before?
   - A. Yes, I know a lot
   - B. Yes, but only a little
   - C. No, I haven’t heard of it before

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer Choices</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes, interesting</td>
<td>47.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So so</td>
<td>36.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>15.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Briefly, feng shui includes multiple disciplines, such as aesthetics, psychology, and environmental science. It reveals how to balance the energies of any given space to assure health and good fortune for the people inhabiting it. Do you want to learn more about it?
   - A. Yes, I am interested!
   - B. So so
   - C. No

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer Choices</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes, I know that a lot</td>
<td>10.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, but only a little</td>
<td>57.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, haven’t heard before.</td>
<td>31.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. If there were a way to get the knowledge of principles or rules about feng shui, which method would you prefer?
   - A. Television documentary
   - B. Professional books
   - C. Useful small tips handout
   - D. Teaching and Learning (a feng shui master tells you in person)
   - E. Picture books on paper or electronic version
   - F. Other (please specify)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer Choices</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Television Serials</td>
<td>26.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional heavy books</td>
<td>15.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useful small tips handout</td>
<td>57.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching and Learning (A Feng Shui master tell you in person)</td>
<td>42.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture books in paper or electronic version</td>
<td>68.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Respondents: 19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Which study modes do you prefer when you want to learn feng shui?
   - A. Cases Learning what is this? (Story Telling)
B. Participation
C. Getting to know the basic principles first
D. Other (please specify)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer Choices</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cases Learning (Story Telling)</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>27.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting to know the basic principle first</td>
<td>88.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Respondents: 18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Which part of feng shui are you most interested in?
A. Origins and history of feng shui
B. Feng shui and Chinese philosophy
C. Feng shui principles
D. Feng shui practical applications
E. Feng shui masters and their stories
F. Famous buildings or villages that have applied feng shui concepts
G. Discussion and opinions about feng shui
H. Feng shui in modern society or daily life
I. Feng shui in western countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer Choices</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origins and history of Geomantic Omen</td>
<td>11.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomantic Omen and Chinese philosophy</td>
<td>22.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomantic Omen principles</td>
<td>11.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomantic Omen practical and applications</td>
<td>5.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomantic Omen Masters and their story</td>
<td>5.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Famous building or village applied Fengshui concept</td>
<td>5.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion and opinions about Geomantic Omen</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomantic Omen in modern society or daily life</td>
<td>38.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomantic Omen in western countries</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Crystal (Tip)
Feng shui crystals are used for various purposes and can benefit the user by enhancing the flow of energy in different areas of an office or a house. Apart from this, they are also well known for their energizing abilities.

One of the attributes of crystal is that it stores the energy from sunlight and distributes it as positive energy in the form of rainbows. It is because of this property that these crystals are placed near windows.

The Light (Interactive)
Part One: Introduction
Cold lights mostly give rise to stress, tension, and a lot of negative energy, which is why it should not be used in a dining area. Instead, warm color lights should be selected.

Part Two: Warm Color
Pink is the color of love in accordance with feng shui beliefs. It is linked with positive factors like longevity, health, and abundance, which is why pink light works so well to reignite passion in a relationship. It is important to note here that these characteristics are not associated with any reddish shade of pink; that shade has proved to be too stimulating.

Another warm color to consider is the yellow shade of sunlight. Sunny colors are associated with positive and cheerful attributes and emotions. Apart from this, yellow has a soothing effect, which can lighten the sourest of moods and make a person feel good.

The feng shui philosophy marks orange as the “social” color, as this color helps to encourage conversations. During winter, this color serves as a reminder of summer.

The Sharp Object (Interactive)
According to feng shui beliefs, objects that are pointed in nature and appear to be sharp are transmitters of “sha energy.” Such objects serve to induce negative energy in a household and stimulate tension and stress, leading to a rise in blood pressure.

+ Add a cover
The Windows (Interactive)
You can easily understand how energy enters your home by imagining it as a stream of gushing water flowing in. The water needs to flow freely and should not be allowed to stagnate, as it might compromise the flow of positive energy otherwise.

+ Please choose a window to open

Fruit Legend (Interactive)

Part One:
Feng shui ideology encourages homeowners to place fruits in their homes. This is because its scriptures clearly highlight the fact that fruits are viewed as symbols of fertility, success, wealth, longevity, etc.

Part Two:
Apples symbolize harmony and peace, which makes it ideal for households.

The peach signifies longevity, wealth, and health.

Oranges are well known for their revitalizing scent and the color of the fruit has positive attributes or “yang.”

Lastly, we have the pineapple. Scrumptious and full of positive goodness, the word sounds like the Chinese word for “good luck coming your way.”

Chair (Interactive)
The chair on which you sit should be located in the right position so as to retain the energy of your body. If you sit between two doors, between a door and a window, or if your chair is aligned with a door, then your body energy can drain quickly due to “yang activity.”

Relocate the chair to a quiet place.

Glamour Photo (Interactive)
Photographs can bring life to a dull room; however, in the lifelong search for lover and, large photos and more than three glamour photos can create a problem. Putting up pictures featuring yourself conveys the message that you are too self-involved.

It always pays to put up pictures that depict natural beauty or pictures that serve to inspire you. It is therefore advised that you choose an image that has a soothing effect on your nerves and that compels you to achieve your goals and dreams. If
you put up dull and negative images in your bedroom then you will be affected negatively. It therefore follows that images that are too graphic or that are violent should not be introduced.

**Plants (Interactive)**

**Part One: Cactus**
The art of feng shui lays great emphasis on plants. In accordance with this, plants are the source of lively energy and their presence are absolutely crucial for one’s office space as well as homes. There are, however, plants that are termed as “bad” feng shui representation. One such plant is the cactus due to its “spiky” energy.

**Part Two: Lucky Bamboo**
Bamboo is considered to be the transmitter of wise and harmonious energy as it serves to teach a fundamental lesson, namely the importance of adopting a flexible and open approach to life.

**Part Three: Ivy**
The ivy plant teaches patience, continuity. and the power of friendship. This is because ivy has the ability of stick to different objects and structures. It serves to control substances like formaldehyde in carpets and paint, as well as the harmful chemicals found in plastic and ink.

**Part Three: Orchid**
The orchid blooms throughout the year and is popularly used to attract new partners as opposed to bamboos, which are used to strengthen existing relationships. These plants have the capability to take in carbon dioxide and to diffuse oxygen at night. This property of the plant makes it ideal for bedrooms as it facilitates sleep and maintains a comfortable environment.

Now choose a plant.

**Cabinet**
Positive energy is consumed by messy stuffs, leaving nothing for you. Being disorganized cannot be overlooked nor should you seek to overlook it, because the world of feng shui is limitless.

It is for this reason that all clutters and untidy messes should be cleared from your home. An organized mind begets an organized home and thus a positive and stress-free environment.

Now please rearrange the items.
Lotus (Tip)
The lotus plant remains pristine regardless of the mud it grows in. This plant has many medical attributes attached to it, which is why the Chinese make use of each part to create medicine. This quality makes it an ideal energy purifier for bathrooms.

Water Leaking (Tip)
Any leakage or loss of water translates into deteriorating financial conditions. Everything from water seepage to leaks is an indicator of a home that is falling apart. That is why it is strongly advised that all these leaks should be repaired as a priority.

Bookshelves
If you have bookshelves, they need to be organized and well maintained. Stacking books on shelves, in the form of a miniature library, is a very good way to be organized.

Keeping a lot of books in the living room is not a very good idea as they might take up a lot of space. This, however, does not mean that a small amount of books, in the living room, is a bad idea.

Goldfish
The presence of fish symbolizes the energy associated with the flow of water. In the scriptures of feng shui, water is associated with wealth and success. The idea of greater wealth is also associated with the reproductive capabilities of fish, because they are able to reproduce significantly in a very short time.

Cooking Utensils
There are some cooking utensils, like knives, which transmit “sha” energy or bad luck. This sort of energy flow needs to be stopped from flowing through the kitchen. This is, therefore, advised that knives should not be left hanging from walls and should not be left on countertops, especially if you have children.

The best place to store knives is in covered areas like drawers, to restrict access slightly but still keep them close by in case you need them.
The Mirror
The values of feng shui place some reservations on the presence of mirrors. This, however, does not mean that mirrors should be avoided. In fact, mirrors should be placed in areas where they reflect something pleasant and soothing.

For instance, the mirror serves to illuminate the room with natural light and reflects pleasing fruits dish. This arrangement serves to increase the positive energy for the entire family and leads to success.

Dolls
The art of feng shui views dolls as imitations of human beings that can be considered as friends, which is why having dolls in a room is not a problem. The issue, however, is the number of dolls present because several may lead to the development of a complex relationship. In addition to this, dolls should be kept in open spaces where they get a chance to breathe; storing dolls in cabinets may promote negative energy.

Study Table (Computer)
If a child’s study table is placed such that it faces the window, then he or she might get distracted easily by the all the activity going on outside. In order to facilitate studying, the table should be placed facing into the room with the child’s back against a wall.

This arrangement allows children to feel empowered and it eliminates all distractions, helping them to concentrate better.

Electronic Devices
The beliefs of feng shui categorize the modern electronic gadgets as “jin” elements. “Jin” elements are not well suited inside a bedroom because they are characterized by sharp metal objects. Furthermore, these objects hinder a child’s sleep patterns. It is, therefore, advised that the use of these electronic devices should be avoided by children, especially before going to bed.

Images
Old image
A child’s bedroom should be free from posters of wild and dangerous animals as these images generate a lot of negative energy. Instead, a child’s room should be
place where one can relax; any violent or aggressive images may result in insufficient healing.

**New image**
According to feng shui philosophy, the bond between parents and children can be strengthened in a healthy environment. Furthermore, a healing environment tends to have a positive effect on a person’s relationship and it paves the way for his or her success.

**Sitting Area**
The feng shui ideology dictates that one must be seated at a distance from the door while making sure that one’s back is not facing towards it.

In a situation where a table cannot be placed in the manner described above, then a mirror should be placed on the wall in the form of a seat. This will allow you to be vigilant and to constantly maintain a watchful eye on the entrance. A chair with a high back may also be ultimately required.

**Picture Wall**
In order to create a fostering environment in your office, it is essential that you decorate your walls with mottos, images, and pictures such that they motivate you to achieve your life goal. It always helps to acknowledge the people who have provided you with support throughout. This acknowledgment would involve placing pictures of your family, along with that of your mentors.

One, however, needs to be careful because placing too many pictures might cause distractions. Therefore, be sure to place the kind of images that are a source of inspiration for you and are somehow linked to your business.

**Sharp Decoration**
Sharp edges and corners can cause problems and may be a source of negative experiences. This is why it is advised to move these around HOW? in order to enhance the situation’s feng shui.

**Office Plants**
Feng shui dictates that in order to improve your office environment you can add a bright picture on the wall that you face. This will increase the positive energy around you and it will lead to an increase in your performance as well.
There is a reason cats are known as fortunate felines when it comes to feng shui. It is important that you treat your cat in a nice way and do a little extra for it. This extra effort can include developing a small area just for your cat, which should be furnished with a cushion or perhaps a small bed. This small gesture will have a positive impact on your pet and this in turn will have a very good influence on your entire household. It is essential to pick a good spot for your pet and that spot should be cleaned regularly.
Appendix 4 Code Sample

**Sample 1: Path Finding Controller**

```javascript
goog.provide('feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController');

goog.require('goog.array');
goog.require('goog.events.EventTarget');
goog.require('goog.math.Box');

/**
 * @constructor
 */
feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController = function(){

    goog.base(this);

    // matrix pool
    this._matrixData = {
    /*
    */
    {
        matrix: matrix,
        gridWidth: gridWidth,
        gridHeight: gridHeight,
        gridMinX: Number,
        gridMaxX: Number,
        gridMinZ: Number,
        gridMaxZ: Number,
        tileSize: tileSize,
        numCols: numCols,
        numRows: numRows
    }
    /*
    */
    
    // scene for capturing tiles
    this._scene = new THREE.Scene();

    this._camera = new THREE.OrthographicCamera(0, 0, 0, -1000, 1000);
    this._camera.rotation.x = - Math.PI / 2;

    this._boundaryBox = new THREE.Box3();

    this._zoom = 1;

    this._renderer = new THREE.CanvasRenderer();
    this._renderer.setClearColor( 0xff0000 );
};
goog.inherits(feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController, goog.events.EventTarget);
goog.addSingletonGetter(feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController);

feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController.prototype.getMatrixData = function( matrixId, objects ) {
```
var matrixData = this._matrixData[ matrixId ];

if(!matrixData) {
    matrixData = this.generateMatrix( matrixId, objects );
}

return matrixData;

feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController.prototype.generateMatrix = function( matrixId, objects ) {

    // draw scene from top view (WIP)
    // remove last children from rendering
    var obj, i, l = this._scene.children.length;

    for ( i = l - 1; i >= 0 ; i -- ) {
        obj = this._scene.children[ i ];
        this._scene.remove( obj );
    }

    // add new children to rendering
    l = objects.length;
    for ( i = 0; i < l; i++ ) {
        obj = objects[ i ];

        if(obj.isCollidable() || obj.isFloor()) {
            var proxyMesh = obj.getTilemapProxy();
            this._scene.add( proxyMesh );
        }
    }

    var box = this._boundaryBox.setFromObject( this._scene );
    var sceneSize = box.size();
    var sceneWidth = sceneSize.x;
    var sceneHeight = sceneSize.z;

    this._camera.left = sceneWidth / -2;
    this._camera.right = sceneWidth / 2;
    this._camera.top = sceneHeight / 2;
    this._camera.bottom = sceneHeight / -2;
    this._camera.position.copy( box.center() );
    this._camera.updateProjectionMatrix();

    this._renderer.setSize( sceneWidth * this._zoom, sceneHeight * this._zoom );
    this._renderer.render( this._scene, this._camera );

    // parse tiles from render
    var gridWidth = sceneWidth;
    var gridHeight = sceneHeight;
var gridMinX = box.min.x;
var gridMinZ = box.min.z;
var gridMaxX = box.max.x;
var gridMaxZ = box.max.z;

var tileSize = 15;

gridMinX = Math.floor(gridMinX / tileSize); * tileSize;
gridMaxX = Math.floor(gridMaxX / tileSize); * tileSize;

var numCols = gridMinX / tileSize;
var numRows = gridMinX / tileSize;

var matrix = [];
var row = 0;
var col = 0;
var ctx = this._renderer.domElement.getContext('2d');
var halfTileSize = tileSize / 2;
var DPI = window.devicePixelRatio || 1;

for(row = 0; row < numRows; ++row) {
    var rowData = [];
    for(col = 0; col < numCols; ++col) {
        var x = (col * tileSize + halfTileSize) * DPI;
        var y = (row * tileSize + halfTileSize) * DPI;
        var redCount = 0;

        if( ctx.getImageData(x, y, 1, 1).data[0] === 255 ) redCount++;
        if( ctx.getImageData(x + tileSize, y, 1, 1).data[0] === 255 ) redCount++;
        if( ctx.getImageData(x, y + tileSize, 1, 1).data[0] === 255 ) redCount++;
        if( ctx.getImageData(x + tileSize, y + tileSize, 1, 1).data[0] === 255 ) redCount++;

        var collided = (redCount >= 2);
        var type = collided ? 1 : 0;
        rowData.push( type );
    }
    matrix.push(rowData);
}

// cache the matrix by Id
var matrixData = {
    matrix: matrix,
    gridMinX: gridMinX,
    gridMaxX: gridMaxX,
    gridMinZ: gridMinZ,
};
feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController.prototype.getTileByPosition = function(position, matrixData) {
    var gridMaxX = matrixData.gridMaxX;
    var gridMaxZ = matrixData.gridMaxZ;
    var gridMinX = matrixData.gridMinX;
    var gridMinZ = matrixData.gridMinZ;
    var tileSize = matrixData.tileSize;
    var numCols = matrixData.numCols;
    var numRows = matrixData.numRows;

    var tileCol = Math.round((position.x - gridMinX) / tileSize);
    var tileRow = Math.round((position.z - gridMinZ) / tileSize);

    var tile = [tileCol, tileRow];

    return tile;
};

feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController.prototype.resolveMatrix = function(matrixData, start, end) {
    var matrix = matrixData.matrix;
    var gridWidth = matrixData.gridWidth;
    var gridHeight = matrixData.gridHeight;
    var gridMinX = matrixData.gridMinX;
    var gridMaxX = matrixData.gridMaxX;
    var gridMinZ = matrixData.gridMinZ;
    var gridMaxZ = matrixData.gridMaxZ;
    var tileSize = matrixData.tileSize;
    var numCols = matrixData.numCols;
    var numRows = matrixData.numRows;

    var startTile = this.getTileByPosition(start, matrixData);
    var endTile = this.getTileByPosition(end, matrixData);

    // clamp the tile within bound
    startTile[0] = Math.min(startTile[0], numCols - 1);
    startTile[1] = Math.min(startTile[1], numRows - 1);
    endTile[0] = Math.min(endTile[0], numCols - 1);
    endTile[1] = Math.min(endTile[1], numRows - 1);
var result = {
  matrix: matrix,
  gridMinX: gridMinX,
  gridMinZ: gridMinZ,
  gridWidth: gridWidth,
  gridHeight: gridHeight,
  numRows: numRows,
  numCols: numCols,
  tileSize: tileSize,
  startTile: startTile,
  endTile: endTile
};

return result;

feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController.prototype.isWalkablePosition =
function( position, matrixData ) {
  var tile = this.getTileByPosition( position, matrixData );

  return this.isWalkableTile( tile, matrixData );
};

feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController.prototype.isWalkableTile = function( tile, matrixData ) {
  var matrix = matrixData.matrix;

  var tileType = matrix[ tile[1] ][ tile[0] ];

  return (tileType === 0);
};

feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController.prototype.getClosestWalkableTile =
function( tile, matrixData ) {
  var matrix = matrixData.matrix;

  // return this tile if is walkable
  if(this.isWalkableTile( tile, matrixData )) {
    return tile;
  }

  // otherwise find the closest
  var shortestDistance = Number.MAX_VALUE;
  var closestWalkableTile = null;

  var row = 0;
  var col = 0;
  var numRows = matrixData.numRows;
  var numCols = matrixData.numCols;

  //
for(row = 0; row < numRows; ++row) {
    for(col = 0; col < numCols; ++col) {
        var type = matrix[row][col];
        if(type === 0) {
            var dx = col - tile[0];
            var dy = row - tile[1];
            var distance = Math.sqrt(dx * dx + dy * dy);
            if(distance < shortestDistance) {
                shortestDistance = distance;
                closestWalkableTile = [col, row];
            }
        }
    }
}
return closestWalkableTile;
}

feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController.prototype.getTilePosition = function( tile, matrixData ) {
    var gridMinX = matrixData.gridMinX;
    var gridMinZ = matrixData.gridMinZ;
    var tileSize = matrixData.tileSize;
    var x = tile[0] * tileSize + tileSize/2 + gridMinX;
    var y = 0;
    var z = tile[1] * tileSize + tileSize/2 + gridMinZ;
    return new THREE.Vector3(x, y, z);
};

feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController.prototype.getClosestWalkableTilePosition = function( tile, matrixData ) {
    var tile = this.getClosestWalkableTile( tile, matrixData );
    return this.getTilePosition( tile, matrixData );
};

feng.controllers.view3d.PathfindingController.prototype.findPath = function( matrixId, start, end ) {
    // get matrix
    var matrixData = this.getMatrixData( matrixId );
    var matrixResult = this.resolveMatrix( matrixData, start, end );
    var matrix = matrixResult.matrix;
    var gridMinX = matrixResult.gridMinX;
var gridMinZ = matrixResult.gridMinZ;
var gridWidth = matrixResult.gridWidth;
var gridHeight = matrixResult.gridHeight;
var numCols = matrixResult.numCols;
var numRows = matrixResult.numRows;
var tileSize = matrixResult.tileSize;
var startTile = matrixResult.startTile;
var endTile = matrixResult.endTile;

// get closest tile to the end tile if it's non-walkable
endTile = this.getClosestWalkableTile(endTile, matrixData);

if(endTile) {
  console.log('found closest walkable tile: ', endTile);
} else {
  console.log('could not find closest walkable tile around: ', endTile);
  return null;
}

if(goog.array.equals(startTile, endTile)) {
  console.log('start tile is the same as end tile: ', startTile);
  return null;
}

// find path
var grid = new PF.Grid(numCols, numRows, matrix);

var finder = new PF.AStarFinder({
  'allowDiagonal': true,
  'heuristic': PF.Heuristic.chebyshev
});

var path = finder.findPath(startTile[0], startTile[1], endTile[0], endTile[1], grid);

// extract points from grid
var coordinates = goog.array.map(path, function(coordinate) {
  var x = coordinate[0] * tileSize + tileSize/2 + gridMinX;
  var y = 0;
  var z = coordinate[1] * tileSize + tileSize/2 + gridMinZ;
  return new THREE.Vector3(x, y, z);
});

coordinates[0] = start.clone().setY(0);

// draw debug view
this.dispatchEvent({
  type: feng.events.EventType.UPDATE,
  matrix: matrix,
  gridWidth: gridWidth,
  gridHeight: gridHeight,
  numCols: numCols,
  numRows: numRows,
  tileSize: tileSize,
  path: path,
  sourceCanvas: this._renderer.domElement
});
if(coordinates.length < 2) {
    return null;
} else {
    // return smoothened coordinates
    var spline = new THREE.SplineCurve3(coordinates);
    var numPoints = Math.max(3, Math.floor(spline.getLength() / 100));
    var coordinates = spline.getSpacedPoints(numPoints);

    return coordinates;
}

Sample2: Leaf Particles

goog.provide('feng.fx.Leaves');
goog.require('feng.fx.LeafSprite');
goog.require('feng.models.Preload');

/**
 * @constructor
 * based on http://stemkoski.github.io/Three.js/Particles.html
 */
feng.fx.Leaves = function(color) {

goog.base(this);

this._color = color;

// create shared textures if not
var preload = feng.models.Preload.getInstance();

goog.object.forEach(feng.fx.Leaves.LeafType, function(type) {
    if(!feng.fx.Leaves.Texture[type]) {
        var img = preload.getAsset('global.leaf.' + type);
        var texture = new THREE.Texture(img);
        feng.fx.Leaves.Texture[type] = texture;
    }
});

// create leaves
var textureIds = [];

switch(this._color) {
    case feng.fx.Leaves.Color.GREEN:
        textureIds.push('GREEN_1', 'GREEN_2');
        break;
    case feng.fx.Leaves.Color.BROWN:
        textureIds.push('BROWN_1', 'BROWN_2');
        break;
    default:
        break;
}
case feng.fx.Leaves.Color.YELLOW:
textureIds.push('YELLOW_1', 'YELLOW_2');
break;
}

for(var i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
    var randTexture = feng.fx.Leaves.Texture[
        goog.math.randomInt(textureIds.length) ];
    var leaf = new feng.fx.LeafSprite( randTexture.clone() );

    this.add( leaf );
}

//
this._attributes = {
    startPosition: [],
    randomness: []
};
};
goog.inherits(feng.fx.Leaves, THREE.Object3D);

feng.fx.Leaves.prototype.animateIn = function( view3dObject ){
    // calculate object radius
    var boundingSphere = view3dObject.getBoundingSphere();
    var radius = boundingSphere.radius;

    // arrange leaves
    var leaves = this.children;

    goog.array.forEach(leaves, function(leaf) {
        leaf.randomize();

        leaf.position.set( Math.random() - 0.5, Math.random() - 0.5, 
            Math.random() - 0.5 );

        // for a cube:
        // leaf.position.multiplyScalar( radiusRange );
        // for a solid sphere:
        // leaf.position.setLength( radiusRange * Math.random() );
        // for a spherical shell:
        leaf.position.setLength( radius * (Math.random() * 0.1 + 0.9) );

        // add variable qualities to arrays, if they need to be accessed later
        attributes.startPosition.push( leaf.position.clone() );
        attributes.randomness.push( Math.random() );
    });
};

feng.fx.Leaves.prototype.animateOut = function(){
};
feng.fx.Leaves.prototype.onAnimationFrame = function(){

    var time = 4 * clock.getElapsedTime();

    for ( var c = 0; c < this.children.length; c ++ ) {

        var leaf = this.children[c];

        // particle wiggle
        // var wiggleScale = 2;
        // leaf.position.x += wiggleScale * (Math.random() - 0.5);
        // leaf.position.y += wiggleScale * (Math.random() - 0.5);
        // leaf.position.z += wiggleScale * (Math.random() - 0.5);

        // pulse away/towards center
        // individual rates of movement
        var a = attributes.randomness[c] + 1;
        var pulseFactor = Math.sin(a * time) * 0.1 + 0.9;
        leaf.position.x = attributes.startPosition[c].x * pulseFactor;
        leaf.position.y = attributes.startPosition[c].y * pulseFactor;
        leaf.position.z = attributes.startPosition[c].z * pulseFactor;
    }

    // rotate the entire group
    // this.rotation.x = time * 0.5;
    this.rotation.y = time * 0.75;
    // this.rotation.z = time * 1.0;
};

feng.fx.Leaves.Color = {
    GREEN: 'green',
    YELLOW: 'yellow'
};

feng.fx.Leaves.LeafType = {
    'GREEN_1': 'green-1',
    'GREEN_2': 'green-2',
    'YELLOW_1': 'yellow-1',
    'YELLOW_2': 'yellow-2'
};

feng.fx.Leaves.Texture = {
    'GREEN_1': null,
    'GREEN_2': null,
    'YELLOW_1': null,
    'YELLOW_2': null
};

Sample 3: Render Controller
goog.provide('feng.controllers.view3d.RenderController');
goog.require('goog.events.EventTarget');

/**
* @constructor
*/
feng.controllers.view3d.RenderController = function( view3d ){
goog.base(this);

this._view3d = view3d;

this._renderer = this._view3d.renderer;
this._renderer.onBeforeRender = goog.bind(this.onBeforeRender, this);
this._renderer.onBeforeRenderBlur = goog.bind(this.onBeforeRenderBlur, this);
this._renderer.onBeforeRenderMask = goog.bind(this.onBeforeRenderMask, this);

this._maskedObject = null;

//
this._maxBlur = 20;
this._minBrightness = -.20;
this._minContrast = -.35;
this._minVignette = 1;
this._maxVignette = 3;

this._blur = 0;
this._brightness = 0;
this._contrast = 0;
this._saturation = 0;
this._vignette = this._minVignette;

this._closeUpTweener = TweenMax.fromTo(this, .5, {
  _blur: 0,
  _brightness: 0,
  _contrast: 0
}, {
  _blur: this._maxBlur,
  _brightness: this._minBrightness,
  _contrast: this._minContrast,
  'ease': Quad.easeInOut,
  'paused': true,
  'onStart': this.onCloseUpStart,
  'onStartScope': this,
  'onReverseComplete': this.onCloseUpComplete,
  'onReverseCompleteScope': this
});

this._vignetteTweener = TweenMax.fromTo(this, 1, {
  _vignette: this._minVignette
}, {
  _vignette: this._maxVignette,
  'paused': true
})
this._brightnessTweener = TweenMax.fromTo(this, .5, {
    _brightness: 0,
    _contrast: 0,
    _blur: this._blur,
    _saturation: 0
}, {
    _brightness: -.65,
    _contrast: -.2,
    _blur: 6,
    _saturation: -.65,
    'ease': Quad.easeInOut,
    'paused': true,
    'onStart': this.onBlurInStart,
    'onStartScope': this,
    'onReverseComplete': this.onBlurOutComplete,
    'onReverseCompleteScope': this
});

goog.inherits(feng.controllers.view3d.RenderController, goog.events.EventTarget);

feng.controllers.view3d.RenderController.prototype.updateByMode = function(mode, nextMode, progress) {
    var progress = progress || 0;

    var modeToCloseUp = (mode ===
feng.controllers.view3d.ModeController.Mode.CLOSE_UP || nextMode ===
feng.controllers.view3d.ModeController.Mode.CLOSE_UP);
    var modeToDesign = (mode ===
feng.controllers.view3d.ModeController.Mode.DESIGN || nextMode ===
feng.controllers.view3d.ModeController.Mode.DESIGN);
    var notCloseUp = (mode !==
feng.controllers.view3d.ModeController.Mode.CLOSE_UP && nextMode !==
feng.controllers.view3d.ModeController.Mode.CLOSE_UP);
    var notDesign = (mode !==
feng.controllers.view3d.ModeController.Mode.DESIGN && nextMode !==
feng.controllers.view3d.ModeController.Mode.DESIGN);

    if(modeToCloseUp) {
        var modeControl;
        if(mode ===
feng.controllers.view3d.ModeController.Mode.CLOSE_UP) {
            modeControl = this._view3d.modeController.getModeControl(
            mode);
        } else {
            modeControl = this._view3d.modeController.getModeControl(
            nextMode);
        }
    } else {
        modeControl = this._view3d.modeController.getModeControl(
    nextMode);
}
this._maskedObject = modeControl._activeObject;

if(!this._closeUpTweener.isActive() && this._blur < this._maxBlur) {
    this._closeUpTweener.play();
}

if(modeToCloseUp || modeToDesign) {
    if(!this._vignetteTweener.isActive() && this._vignette < this._maxVignette) {
        this._vignetteTweener.play();
    }
}

if(notCloseUp) {
    if(!this._closeUpTweener.reversed() && this._blur > 0) {
        this._closeUpTweener.reverse();
    }
}

if(notCloseUp && notDesign) {
    if(!this._vignetteTweener.reversed() && this._vignette > this._minVignette) {
        this._vignetteTweener.reverse();
    }
}

feng.controllers.view3d.RenderController.prototype.updateByPause = function(pause) {
    if(pause) {
        if(this._brightnessTweener.isActive()) {
            this._brightnessTweener.play();
        }else {
            this._brightnessTweener.restart();
        }
    }else {
        this._brightnessTweener.reverse();
    }
};

feng.controllers.view3d.RenderController.prototype.onCloseUpStart = function() {
    this._renderer._maskPass.enabled = true;
    this._renderer._renderTextureForMaskingPass.enabled = true;
    this._renderer._clearMaskPass.enabled = true;

    this._brightnessTweener.play();
}
this.onBlurInStart();
this._renderer.render();

feng.controllers.view3d.RenderController.prototype.onCloseUpComplete = function() {
    this._maskedObject = null;
    this._renderer._maskPass.enabled = false;
    this._renderer._renderTextureForMaskingPass.enabled = false;
    this._renderer._clearMaskPass.enabled = false;
    this.onBlurOutComplete();
    this._renderer.render();
};

feng.controllers.view3d.RenderController.prototype.onBlurInStart = function() {
    this._renderer._blurTexturePass.enabled = true;
};

feng.controllers.view3d.RenderController.prototype.onBlurOutComplete = function() {
    if(this._blur === 0) {
        this._renderer._blurTexturePass.enabled = false;
    }
};

feng.controllers.view3d.RenderController.prototype.onBeforeRender = function() {
    this._renderer.setBlur( this._blur, this._blur );
    this._renderer.setBrightness( this._brightness );
    this._renderer.setContrast( this._contrast );
    this._renderer.setSaturation( this._saturation );
    this._renderer.setVignette( this._vignette );
};

feng.controllers.view3d.RenderController.prototype.onBeforeRenderBlur = function() {
    var maskedObject = this._maskedObject;
    var view3dObjects = this._view3d.view3dObjects;
    for(var name in view3dObjects) {
        view3dObjects[ name ].enableRender();
    }
}
this._view3d.fx.visible = true;

if(maskedObject) {
    maskedObject.disableRender();
    this._view3d.arms.disableRender();
}
};

feng.controllers.view3d.RenderController.prototype.onBeforeRenderMask = function() {
    if(!this._maskedObject) return;
    var maskedObject = this._maskedObject;
    var view3dObjects = this._view3d.view3dObjects;
    for(var name in view3dObjects) {
        view3dObjects[ name ].disableRender();
    }
    this._view3d.fx.visible = false;
    if(maskedObject) {
        maskedObject.enableRender();
        this._view3d.arms.enableRender();
    }
};